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CONTEXT
To prepare students for practice, faculty ran a capstone studio as design directors. Students pursued self-directed, individual projects to emphasize personal design voices while relying on peer feedback and collaboration for development. Correspondingly, faculty explored strategies to maintain rigor and relevance in the context of COVID19 and the "new present" of the professional world. They asked how students could be resilient and responsive to the sharp pivots in learning as a precursor for operating online within the profession?

TECHNIQUES
Adapting to remote instruction, faculty learned that full-class synchronous meetings failed to reach students scattered across the nation, some with unreliable internet access and work/family/life obligations beyond studio. Faculty observed and students suggested additional concerns related to mental health/wellness. Thus, faculty implemented an asynchronous approach, including weekly peer group meetings, meetings with instructors, and office hours for students who requested personal attention. This approach mirrors what graduates will inevitably encounter in the
professional world post-COVID19. Moreover, students reflected positively about this format.

**EVOLUTION**

Faculty and students learned significant lessons resulting in more meaningful dialogue. In the physical studio, faculty found some students lacked focus and direction and avoided robust participation. In the online platform, students had less opportunity to escape direct questions and conversations, making students more accountable. Notably, some students who struggled in the face-to-face studio thrived in the more self-directed online environment.

**LIVING THE NEW PRESENT TOGETHER**

In the “new present” of education, we suggest good teaching is always good teaching regardless of the mode, just as studio methodology is always malleable and should remain so -- and we plan to demonstrate our approach in this presentation. Faculty often tell students to be flexible, iterative, and ready for whatever happens. What better way to give them a “real world experience” than living the new present together?

--
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